Jam-PACT Ideas for Building Solid Curriculum Knowledge:

The Evidence-Based “Cure for the Common Core”

As we know, the Common Core Initiative in American education today is a wonderful and noble idea. Basically, it is the idea that all students, regardless of geographic area or zip code, have not just a common body of knowledge, but more specifically, a common skill set.

But I think it is safe to say, based on the countless conversations I have had with the thousands of teaching staff and related service providers that I have consulted with and trained across North America, that there is a great deal of CONFUSION at the CORE of the Common Core.

CONFUSION AT THE CORE OF THE COMMON CORE

Here are the two key problems:
1. Teachers are not feeling fully supported or equipped to teach this skill set during school days filled with multiple things to do and simply not enough time to do them; and
2. Teachers are struggling with “reaching and teaching” those students in their classroom receiving special education services related to the Common Core in a meaningful model for inclusion and integration.

I am brought in to help teachers learn how to instruct students receiving special education services in their classroom in this common skill set. I am able to successfully do this using the evidence-based teaching frame-
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work called T.H.E. P.A.C.T.™ that I have authored, in addition to the fact that my main area of expertise since completing a fellowship at Johns Hopkins Hospital’s Kennedy-Krieger Institute in 1988 has been in the field of special education.

**“THE CURE FOR THE COMMON CORE”**

I share with teachers hundreds of ways of imparting this common skill set to the special education students in their classroom using the research-based teaching strategies of T.H.E. P.A.C.T.™ framework.

The results?
- The teachers are thrilled.
- I, too, am thrilled when they say to me, “Wait a minute here, Phyl. The strategies that you are giving me here are working really well with ALL THE STUDENTS in my classroom!”

In fact, T.H.E. P.A.C.T.™ is now being called “The Cure for the Common Core” and is a four-step roadmap for teaching anything.

These steps are the vital four components of the Common Core Standards, presented in this framework in a four-module approach to teaching:

As educators, we need to do these things in this order, based on the longstanding research of how the brain works - which is to teach an understanding of content before we test what was learned.

**THE IMPACT OF T.H.E. P.A.C.T. - THE EVIDENCE BEHIND THE CURE**

Longstanding research shows that a great amount of time and brainpower are required to learn new information. Time and time again, learners spend too much cognitive focus figuring out “how” they are supposed to do something instead of concentrating on “what” the content is that they are learning.

In an IRB approved research study in both the United States and Canada, our 18 research sites are finding the same things. Simply put:
- Learners are learning faster with instruction time decreasing
- Teacher prep time has drastically reduced

In this multiple, single-subject design research study, titled - The Impact of T.H.E. P.A.C.T. - learners in special education, across a variety of grade levels and disabilities, are succeeding with building a solid understanding of what they need to learn and are eager to share what they know.

Students participating in the research study include those with developmental disabilities, varying verbal and nonverbal learning disabilities, autism spectrum disorders, complex disabilities and intellectual impairments. The locations of the research sites across North America include public school settings, autism programs, preschools and school-to-work programs. Topics of instruction include academics, life skills, social communication and vocational.

The study includes both the measurement of learning outcomes and class participation of learners, along with staff satisfaction surveys regarding the use of T.H.E. P.A.C.T. and learner outcomes. After obtaining baseline for each curriculum topic, teaching staff methodically provide “connect-the-dots” teaching, so that both students and teaching staff understand WHAT they are doing and WHY.

Regardless of subject or topic of study, teachers walk their students through learning about it, writing about it and talking about it - across a total of 10 instructional activities in the research study related to the four modules of T.H.E. P.A.C.T. They do this in a way so that the students feel anchored with the “how-to-do-it” part - by using these consistent teaching activities - so the students focus on WHAT they are learning, instead of HOW they are learning it.

These teaching activities are used over and over again - with each topic of instruction - to anchor students and streamline lesson planning. Students know:
- What to do;
- How to do it; and
- How to then share it
The result has been that teaching staff know how to focus and organize their time - receiving jam-PACT ideas for creative activities and teaching tools - so that they have true clarity of an instructional roadmap.

This article will share information related to the first two modules of the T.H.E. P.A.C.T. – the Learn About™ Module and the Read About™ Module - to build curriculum knowledge, directly aligned to the Common Core Standards, as shown in the research study, The Impact of T.H.E. P.A.C.T. It will outline consistent teaching activities and multiple examples of creative teaching tools that you, too, can replicate in your own geographic area, using any tool of your choice!

LEARN ABOUT MODULE - THE LANGUAGE STRAND OF THE COMMON CORE

The Learn About Module focuses on building word knowledge and improves understanding of word meaning. In our research study, there are three vocabulary-building activity sets that teams are implementing using very creative teaching tools:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learn About Activity Set #1</th>
<th>Example of Common Core Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Listen to a Definition &amp; Make a “My Words” Dictionary</td>
<td>Consult reference materials and glossaries to find the pronunciation and precise meaning of key words and phrases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learners help create reference tools

Create an activity once – then clone or convert in seconds!

Inexpensive office supplies + iPACT PDFs = learning for all

Clicker 6 + T.H.E. P.A.C.T. Power Tools = differentiated instruction in 341 templates
## Learn About Activity Set #2

**Examples of Common Core Standards**

- Match Vocabulary Cards & Match Vocabulary Cards to a Definition in Memory Game Format
  - Demonstrate the understanding of words and word meaning
  - Demonstrate the understanding of word relationships

Insert changing curriculum topics using low-cost, reusable pockets

Cost-effective materials are an answer for shrinking school budgets

## Learn About Activity Set #3

**Examples of Common Core Standards**

- Identify Vocabulary by Label & Identify Vocabulary by Definition in Bingo Game Format
  - Demonstrate the understanding of words and word meaning
  - Demonstrate the understanding of word relationships

Reusable vocabulary formats streamline lesson prep time

"Edu-friendly" solution allows all content to be reused and recycled

Vocabulary pop-ups allow content creation in "run mode" in Clicker 6
**READ ABOUT MODULE - THE READING STRAND OF THE COMMON CORE - INFORMATIONAL TEXT & LITERATURE**

The Read About Module focuses on expanding an understanding of content to gain more knowledge about main ideas, details and summary points. In our research study, there are two literacy-based activities that teams are implementing using engaging instructional tools:

**ALL EDUCATION IS SPECIAL**

I recently had a conversation with a classroom teacher who said that she had 50 minutes each day to teach math to her middle school class and that 70 percent of her lessons were explaining what the lesson was and how the students were going to do it - and not about actually doing the math content at all. She was constantly looking at the clock and panicking, knowing that time was running out and that the bell was about to ring at any minute.

This educator just never had enough time to get to what she most wanted - and needed - to teach. She felt like she was failing her kids. But after she, and other teachers at her school, were exposed to the principles of this framework, she had an “Aha-moment” about how she could use a handful of engaging math activities over and over again – so that they became truly intuitive for the students to use - with each different math concept they needed to grasp aligned to the Common Core Standards.

Math, science, social studies, language arts, humanities, life skills, social communication . . . no matter what the subject or setting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read About Activity #1</th>
<th>Example of Common Core Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listen to an Idea Map</td>
<td>Interpret information in charts, graphs, diagrams, timelines, animations or interactive elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Consistent formats increase learner engagement . . . regardless of ability**

- **Building solid comprehension of main ideas and details**

- **Increasing text complexity in the Read About Module**

- **Making print materials accessible**
• Teaching staff can teach anything using this instructional roadmap
• Learners can learn anything using this brain-based framework

I am excited about the application of these instructional strategies to all students in the classroom - from gifted to special needs, and every student in between - because I firmly believe, just like I am sure you do, that all education is special.
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